NEW!

Introducing RegReview™

A new feature designed specifically to integrate with any RBsource or RBsourceFilings subscription to streamline your workflow even more.

Spend more time advising clients and less time researching and drafting SEC filings.

The federal securities laws are complex and constantly changing. Streamline the Rule-Checking Process with curated links to all SEC rules, regulations and guidance associated with major SEC forms and redlines of all recent changes to primary law.

- **Improve Accuracy:** Attorney editors have identified and linked all content in RBsource/RBsourceFilings that should be reviewed when preparing major SEC Forms, removing the potential for errors and eliminating the need for using multiple resources.

- **Optimize Search Time:** Quickly identify which primary laws have changed since your last SEC filing

- **Boost Efficiency:** Instantly review redlines showing the exact differences in laws, regulations, and forms from one period to the next

- **Streamline your Workflow:** Track your progress with interactive checkboxes and collaborate with your colleagues using the checklist download feature
Optimize Your Securities Law Workflow with a Complete Solution

Provides an integrated checklist with links to all associated rules, regulations, forms and guidance necessary for a complete regulatory review.

- **Has Changed** flags alert you to updates.
- Checklist links take you instantly to associated content.
- Point-in-Time comparisons quickly guide you to the exact language that has changed to boost your efficiency.
- Checkboxes and downloads track your progress and streamline your workflow.

Contact us at 1-800-638-8437 to learn more. Visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/securities